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Welcome!
It’s summer time! If you’re
looking for a good read during
the longer days, you’ve come to
the right place.

By now, you’ve probably been
inundated with requests to keep
hearing from the charities you
support and businesses you
shop with. Like them, we also
Throughout your magazine,
need to comply with the new
you can read about some of the data protection regulations,
incredible research projects that known as GDPR, which are now
you have been funding which
in force. Please let us know your
are making a difference for both preferences by returning the
people and animals, as well as
enclosed letter indicating your
the amazing work being done by choices. You can read more on
early career scientists under our page 17.
Summer Studentship scheme
(see page 10).
Thank you so much for your
continued support – we
Since you received your last
couldn’t do it without kind,
magazine, we’ve also welcomed compassionate people like you.
our new CEO, Carla Owen. Carla Together, we are saving lives –
brings a wealth of experience
animal and human.
after having spent 10 years at
Cruelty Free International. You
Animal Free Research UK
can read more about her on
page 4.

Welcome
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Carla Owen, our new CEO
Carla Owen joined Animal Free Research UK as
Chief Executive in April. We caught up with her
over a cup of tea to see how she is settling in.
What does your job involve?
As Chief Executive, I’m responsible
for the strategy and direction
of Animal Free Research UK and
oversee the day-to-day activities
of our team. As we’re a small
charity, my role is very varied
and although it sounds clichéd,
so far no two days have been the
same. Whether I’m meeting with
scientists, mapping out future
plans or talking to our wonderful
supporters, at the heart of
everything I do is a real drive to end
animal research.
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Our new CEO

Why do you think animal free
research is important?
For me, it’s abhorrent that millions
of animals are still forced to suffer
in laboratories. And just as heartbreaking is watching the people
we love battle through life with
debilitating conditions that sadly
don’t yet have cures.

It’s easy to feel powerless in the
face of so much suffering. And
that’s why animal free research is
so important. It’s the 21st century
solution to both problems, and
provides real hope that things will
change for the better.
By supporting Animal Free
Research UK, we all play a part in
creating a future where no animal
suffers to find cures for human
diseases, and where medical
breakthroughs are discovered
through cutting-edge, humane
research.
What does the future hold for
Animal Free Research UK?
Animal Free Research UK is going
to become even more bold and
ambitious. We’re going to fund
more expert scientists to make real
breakthroughs in medical research,
and to discover exciting solutions
that create long-lasting change
for both people and animals. I’ll be
sharing more details with you soon!

Over the years, Carla has
shared her home with
dogs, cats, chickens and
guinea pigs.
Where do you like to be when
you’re not working?
At the weekends you’ll most likely
find me in the countryside with my
two dogs Elkie and Herbie, cooking
delicious vegan food at home, and
trying to convince myself to go for
a run!
A final word…
Thank you from the bottom of my
heart for your compassion, your
generous gifts and loyal support.
We simply couldn’t do it without
you. Together, every day we step
closer to a more ethical world
where all animal experiments have
been replaced by human-relevant,
non-animal research.

Carla with Herbie and Elkie

Our new CEO
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Project update: leukaemia
You’ve transformed leukaemia research
Thanks to you, experts at
Glasgow University have
transformed leukaemia research
by discovering a method using
patients’ stem cells – instead of
animals – to test new drugs.

Traditionally, leukaemia
experiments are done on mice.
Thousands of mice are forced
into a small cage where they
are blasted with radiation to kill
their immune systems, leaving
them very vulnerable to disease
Leukaemia is a cancer
and infection. Human leukaemic
that develops from the
cells are then injected into their
overproduction of white blood
tails. Some of the mice will get
cells. White blood cells are
relatively rapid onset leukaemia
made from a type of cell called
and die quickly. Others will be
stem cells. Leukaemia develops
forced to endure agonising
when a stem cell mutates and
sickness and distress, suffering
replicates, replacing all of the
anorexia and diarrhoea, before
normal stem cells with abnormal
finally being killed.
ones.

“Once validated, these animal
free models have the potential
for use in high-throughput
drug screening. This would
significantly reduce the number
of animals experimented on in
leukaemia research, increase
the discovery of drugs with
therapeutic potential and speed
up the time from discovery to
clinical trial.”
Dr Helen Wheadon

Dr Helen Wheadon
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Their legs are then cut off
with scissors and stem cells
extracted from their bones.
These leukaemia cells are
injected into newly irradiated
mice, beginning the cycle of yet
more horrific experiments.

Thousands of mice are used
in leukaemia research each
year in the UK. They are
blasted with radiation to
kill their immune systems,
leaving them very vulnerable
to disease and infection.
The leukaemia that the mice are
forced to suffer doesn’t directly
replicate the disease in humans.
So it’s little surprise that
many of the drug therapies for
leukaemia fail to get past these
pre-clinical trials.
Now, thanks to caring people
like you, Dr Wheadon and
her skilled team at Glasgow
University have developed
a way to study leukaemia
that doesn’t force thousands
of animals to suffer in
experiments.

Their humane method more
accurately replicates the human
disease by using leukaemic cells
taken directly from a patient.
The patient’s cells are then
studied in a petri dish, rather
than forcing animals to suffer.
Dr Wheadon reprograms blood
cells taken from leukaemia
patients back into their
original stem cell state. These
transformed stem cells contain
the same disease-sustaining
mutation that are in the original
patient. Drugs can therefore
be tested on the exact cause
of the leukaemia, to see if it can
be prevented. Reprogrammed
cells from leukaemia patients
can also replicate. Therefore,
the team have created a neverending and humane source
of the cancer for scientists to
study.

Human stem cellls
are replacing the
use of mice.

Thanks to your generous donations, Dr Wheadon
and her team are transforming leukaemia research
for the good of both people and animals. Please
support more ground-breaking research like this
by giving what you can today. Thank you.
Project update
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Meet our scientist
5 minutes with Dr Karen Pilkington
Your generous gifts are
supporting Dr Karen Pilkington
of Portsmouth University to
assess how human in vitro
methods in brain tumour
research can be better used to
replace animal research.
Grab a cuppa and find out more
about the brains behind the
research.

Why are systematic reviews
needed?
By carrying out these
systematic reviews, we are
making the best use of the
research that has already been
carried out to answer questions
that need to be answered.

What’s a typical day like for
you?
On the days when I am focusing
What does your research
on research, I will usually spend
involve?
most of my time in front of a
I carry out evidence synthesis
computer. I will be designing
and systematic reviews. This
searches which will successfully
means working out how to
identify all the relevant research
find all the research that has
on a particular subject. I might
been carried out on a particular
also be screening search
topic, judging their quantity and
results, which is a particularly
quality, and then using reliable
challenging part of the research
methods to combine the results
as it involves concentrating
of these studies to come up with
while going through hundreds,
an answer to a question.
or in some cases, thousands of
article summaries in order to
find relevant research studies.
What do you love most about
your job?
I really enjoy being able to work
with colleagues from around
the world and with different
backgrounds.

Dr Karen Pilkington with Benji
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Meet our scientist

How did you get to where you
are now in your career?
I started my career as a
pharmacist working at Great
Ormond Street Children’s
Hospital. I have got to where
I am now by following my
interests, taking on innovative
roles that have often been
about a new perspective or a
new service, and making use
of my experience as a health
professional.

“It is probably true of any
research that perseverance
is one of the most important
qualities to develop.”
Dr Karen Pilkington
Why are you conducting animal
free research?
All my research is animal free
as I deal mainly with published
studies. But I am keen to see if
the work that I do might result
in more animal free laboratorybased research.

What breakthrough is needed
for more researchers to switch
to non-animal research?
This is the question we hope
to answer, at least in part, in
our project. We should find out
whether the quality and quantity
of current brain tumour in vitro
research is a factor.
What do you like to do when
you’re not working?
Being Welsh, it is probably not
surprising that I like singing (in a
local choir), rugby (watching, not
playing) and eating laverbread
(cooked seaweed). Even though
most of my research involves
reading, I do enjoy reading.
Travelling to other islands and
walking our dog are also ways I
enjoy relaxing and switching off
from work.
If you weren’t doing research,
what would you be doing
instead?
Good question, probably some
form of teaching. But, if not
that, I’ve had ideas to develop
my skills in photography or
watercolour painting and spend
my time travelling around the
countryside recording what I
see.

Meet our scientist
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Meet your 2018 Summer Students
Our summer student programme helps to kickstart the careers
of science students wanting to follow the path of animal free
research.
This year’s 15 summer students will be involved in
cutting-edge, animal free research projects into a range of
diseases.
At Leeds Beckett University, Sheree Smith will be researching
the replacement of antibodies with non-animal alternatives
for use in Alzheimer’s disease and cancer research to replace
experiments on mice.
At Sheffield Hallam University, Rachel Sharp will be building
a physiologically relevant model of fat cell development in
inflammatory bowel disease to replace experiments on mice.
At the University of Sheffield, Jowi Guillen will develop tissueengineered models to study the development of oral cancer to
replace experiments on mice and hamsters.
At Loughborough University, Jodie Evans’s project will involve
microfluidic neuronal cell circuit development from computeraided design through to 3D printing. These circuits could
replace experiments on mice and monkeys.
At Northampton University, Zhuo Song will use computer
modelling to replace sheep and pig experiments in the clinical
study of artificial hearts.
At the University of Portsmouth, our student will unlock the role
of pericytes (cells that line blood vessels) used in their bloodbrain barrier model to help replace rats and mice in brain tumour
research.
At Plymouth University, Foram Dave will use a human cell culture
model to study cells from brain tumour patients and test drugs
allowing a faster ‘bench to bedside’ transition into clinical trials
avoiding animal tests.
10

Summer Studentships

At Abertay University, our student will be carrying out a
systematic review of the preclinical models of a disease
caused by the thickening of heart muscles to show that human
organoid cultures are more relevant than experiments on dogs.
At Newcastle University, Georgia Ellis will develop a lubricant to
replace bovine (cow) serum for wear testing artificial joints.
At Durham University, Domonkos Perenyi will use artificial cell
mimics - called liposomes - to study how membranes and their
compartments can move due to chemical gradients, and will
replace all the components with non-animal substitutes.
At Hull University, Eamon Faulkner will be developing
fully humanised animal free models, replacing foetal calf
serum, to study the role of blood vessel cells in chronic
diseases.
At the University of Hertfordshire, Elisa Ali will
developing a human in vitro model replacing rats and
mice in pulmonary (lung) fibrosis studies.
At the University of Hertfordshire, Niamh
Haslett will develop computer models to predict
psychoactivity in new drugs rather than testing in
mice.
At Imperial College London, our student will build a
test system that mimics a real human eye, and will
attempt to create a system that can automatically
focus a scanning laser to take full diagnostic maps of
the retina. This could replace experiments on cats
and monkeys.
At The Animal Replacement Centre, QMUL, Olivia
Knowles aims to identify a novel cancer stem cell
sub-population in melanoma samples using a new
protocol, to replace the use of mice.

Your kind donations are helping these
students kick off their careers with
compassion. We’ll let you know how
they get on in your next edition of
Replacement News.
Summer Studentships
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Fabulous friends

Thank you so much to all of our wonderful
friends for raising awareness and funds!
Buen Camino!
New supporter Dawn Gibson recently
undertook the adventure of a lifetime to
raise funds for Animal Free Research UK.
Starting at the end of April and finishing
in early June, Dawn began an epic 780km
trek across Spain along the Camino
de Santiago, or the ‘Way of St. James’.
Dawn pledged to raise £1 for every
kilometre she walked, and she’s now
raised a whopping £828.
Walking the Camino de Santiago was
a dream of Dawn’s for several years,
and she trained hard for the event from
her home in the Lake District. We are
delighted that Dawn chose to dedicate
such an incredible fundraising effort to
us. Well done Dawn! Buen Camino!
Thank you so much to Andrew Flanagan
and the Wherwell Ladies Group! Andrew
gave a wonderful presentation to the
group about his skydive for us which raised
over £4,000 for brain tumour research.
They were so inspired they hosted their
Wherwell Party in aid of Animal Free
Research UK, raising an amazing £2,638!
Sally Pencheon and her gorgeous dog
Stanley set out to climb five Munros
(mountains over 3,000ft in Scotland)
in Perthshire - and raised £150. Sally
said, ‘it was a cracking day out and an
epic adventure, especially with the
weather, and all for a very worthwhile
charity’. Thank you Sally and Stanley!
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Fabulous friends

Thanks to the Big Halfers
Thank you so much to our Big
Halfers who ran the first ever Big Half
marathon in London in March this
year. Despite ‘the beast from the
east’ trying to ruin celebrations, the
event went ahead and our Big Halfers
– including our very own Dr Emily
James (pictured) - raised a staggering
£4,000. Thank you so much!

Inflatable unicorn runs for
Animal Free Research UK!
Vegan Runners Ben, Laura and Jo ran
the Bristol 10km for us as a 9ft inflatable
unicorn! Spurring them on was their
commitment to veganism and animal
free medical research, as well as having
only 90 minutes of battery supply to
power the fans inflating the unicorn!
Together they raised over £150. Thank
you so much.

A special mention
A special mention must go to Sandra Bourne of
our Birmingham Support Group. Sandra has been
profoundly deaf since birth and has run two sign
language courses for the group, as well as leading
their recent Birdwatch walk - all in aid of Animal
Free Research UK. Sandra has another sign
language course arranged for the autumn and, to
date, has helped the group has raise an amazing
£3,208. Thank you so much Sandra and everyone
in the Birmingham Support Group!

If these wonderful people have inspired you to give
fundraising for Animal Free Research UK a go, you can find
out how on page 22.
Fabulous friends
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Project update: diabetes
Banking on diabetes research to stop mice
suffering

Professor Ann Graham in her laboratory

Thanks to compassionate
people like you, Glasgow
Caledonian University is
advancing human cell-based,
animal free research into
diabetes and beyond through its
Skin Research Tissue Bank.

“Using human tissue has
many advantages over using
tissue from rats and mice –
it gives a much better idea
of how drugs that are used
in the laboratory could be
developed into medicines in
the future.”
Professor Ann Graham
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Many of the animals used in
traditional diabetes research are
mice and rats who have either
been genetically manipulated or
injected with a drug to kill their
insulin-producing cells.
These animals are forced to
suffer in a huge range of cruel
experiments. For example, to
examine the effects of diabetes
on vision, some mice have
electrical probes inserted into
their eyes and forehead. Other
mice have their eyes removed
and dissected.
In diabetic wound healing
experiments, wounds are
inflicted in mice’s backs, thighs
or foot skin. They are then
injected with drugs into their
wounds and observed to see
how they respond.

“We recognise the incredibly hard work that individuals put into
fundraising for Animal Free Research UK, and we are enormously
grateful for the support that we have received – it has made a
huge difference to the scope of the work that we have been able to
achieve.”
Professor Ann Graham

The animals are suffocated
to death using carbon dioxide
poisoning, and their tissues
used for further research. These
experiments cause the animals
severe distress and pain.
That’s why, with help from
your generous donations,
Professor Ann Graham
and her expert team have
substantially expanded the
Glasgow Caledonian University
Skin Research Tissue Bank.
The tissue bank is helping to
replace these cruel animal
experiments in diabetes
research with innovative animal
free techniques, both locally and
worldwide.
The bank collects and stores
human tissue and cells. It
currently holds over 250 human
tissue samples for researchers
to use. Tissue is donated by
patients with conditions such
as type 2 diabetes and also by
healthy patients undergoing
elective surgery.

Researchers can use the tissue
directly to make 3D models
of human skin, which can be
used to test new medicines in
development. Cells can also
be extracted from the donated
tissue to make human stem
cells, which can be turned into
many different cell types, such
as nerve or blood vessel cells.
The tissue bank has allowed
Professor Graham and her group
to study diabetic wound healing,
without inflicting pain and
suffering on animals. The bank is
also currently running projects
to investigate other conditions
affecting the skin, such as ulcers
and psoriasis.
Your funding has enabled
development of the bank,
which could also allow
scientists to do other types
of diabetes research, such as
investigating the links between
diabetes and Alzheimer’s
disease.
Project update
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Our charity shops
We have taken the difficult decision to close our
charity shops in Hitchin and Hove.
The shops were opened to
diversify our income and
raise awareness of our work
to replace animals in medical
research. At the end of last year
we carried out an independent
review to ensure that the
shops were still meeting our
objectives.
Unfortunately, this review
concluded that the shops are
no longer sustainable. The
challenges presented by the
current retail environment have
meant we have not been able to
generate the income required to
keep going, despite the tireless
work of our brilliant staff and
volunteers.
It hasn’t been an easy decision,
but ultimately we need to
make sure we are using your
donations in the best way
possible.
We are committed to using our
limited resources to raise funds
in the most cost-effective ways,
and ensuring we spend your
kind donations where they
are most needed and
where we can have the
most impact.
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Our charity shops

We are so proud of our brilliant
staff and volunteers who have
been at the forefront of raising
awareness in our shops. They
have given their time and put
their hearts into the shops
because they’re passionate
about ending medical research
on animals. We are so grateful
for their dedication and hard
work and we’d like to thank each
and every one of them.
We will continue to innovate as
we strive to grow our income so
that we can fund more humane
and human-relevant medical
research. We are excited about
the next step in our journey and
look forward to sharing with you
the next stages of our plans.

Can we stay in touch?
Please take action now!
You may have heard that new
legislation has come into force
which changes the way we can
contact you. Known as GDPR
(General Data Protection
Regulation), it aims to protect
the privacy of EU citizens by
giving you control over your
personal data.

We will continue to write to
you by post, unless you ask us
not to, but if you’d like to keep
hearing from us by email or
telephone, you need to let us
know we can still contact you
that way.
On your enclosed letter, please
tick how you would like us to
contact you in the future, and
return the letter to us.
It is only because we can get in
touch with kind, compassionate
people like you to ask for your
help that we can continue our
life-saving work. We would be so
grateful if you choose to keep in
touch with us. Thank you.

Calling all volunteers
Would you like to be the face of Animal Free Research UK in your local community?
Could you help raise vital funds and awareness? If so, you could become an
Animal Free Research UK Community Ambassador.
Our Community Ambassadors are volunteers based all over the UK, and represent
Animal Free Research UK in their local area. They raise funds from supermarket
collections, stalls, collection tins placed in local businesses and by hosting their
own events.
As a Community Ambassador, you’ll have the opportunity to inspire local people
and businesses, and encourage them to get involved with our fundraising
campaigns and events.
For an informal chat or for more information please email Danielle Goodwin at
danielle@animalfreeresearchuk.org.
Keeping in touch
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Project update: quantum
dots
Quantum dot crystals replace sheep and horse
factories
Dr Dejian Zhou has
developed a fascinating
way to prevent the
suffering of millions
of animals forced to
produce antibodies
worldwide, thanks to
the generous support
of caring people like
you.
Antibodies are small
molecules that
can detect target
Dr Dejian Zhou
molecules in the body,
such as cancer cells. Vast
quantities of antibodies are
used by scientists every year
to detect human diseases.
Unfortunately, millions of
animals worldwide are cruelly
Hamsters, guinea pigs, rabbits,
manipulated to produce them.
goats, sheep, horses, mice and
rats are all used as antibody
production factories. These
animals are painfully injected
with a specific molecule that
forces them to start producing
antibodies. They are then
repeatedly drained of blood to
extract the antibodies from their
tired bodies. After suffering
through months of this, the
animals are all eventually killed.
A puncture to their beating
hearts makes sure that every
last drop of their blood is
Quantum dots
extracted for antibody isolation.
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Now, Dr Zhou and his brilliant
team have developed antibody
replacements that can be
created cheaply and in large
quantities in the laboratory,
rather than inside an animal.
His replacement imaging probe
consists of a small protein
attached to a tiny crystal,
called a quantum dot. The small
protein mimics the action of an
antibody and binds to the cancer
cells in a tissue sample. Cancer
cells can then be easily detected
by shining a light on the sample,
which causes the quantum dots
to emit a brightly coloured light.

The team now want to turn their
imaging probe into a general
animal-free diagnostic tool.
Their advanced technology
has the potential to replace
antibodies and animal
experiments in the detection of
a range of important diseases
including cancer, cardiovascular
disease, neuro-degenerative
diseases, infectious diseases
and diabetes.
If you agree that innovative
scientific methods like this are
the best way to do research,
please give what you can today
by completing and returning
the enclosed donation form.

“We have demonstrated the
ability to completely replace
the use of antibodies in
the research laboratory by
developing an alternative
animal-free product
that is now available
commercially.”
Dr Dejian Zhou
The development of these
effective and reliable
alternatives to antibodies
will help to greatly reduce the
huge numbers of sheep, horses
and rabbits forced to suffer in
experiments and clinical cancer
diagnosis.

This work will help
and other animals save horses

Project update
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Other replacement news

Grant holder publications
This year, our grant holders have so far published three scientific
papers describing how non-animal, human-relevant research can
further our understanding of diseases such as viral encephalitis,
carcinoma and neurological conditions.
A paper by Dr Adjanie Patabendige and Professor Tom Solomon
of the University of Liverpool, reveals how a novel in vitro humanrelevant model can be used to identify how viruses cross the
human blood-brain barrier.
Professor Mike Philpott (pictured) and colleagues at our
Animal Replacement Centre have published a paper
describing some of the unique pathways they have found
when studying human carcinoma cell lines that could
become targets for future drug discovery.
Dr Andrew Bagshaw of the University of Birmingham has
published a paper describing the mathematical analysis of
human brain scans using two scanning techniques to help
validate other types of multi-scanning studies.

If you’d like to hear about all the latest replacement
news as it happens:
• Follow us on Twitter @AFR_UK
• Like us on Facebook @AnimalFreeResearchUK
• Sign up for emails at animalfreeresearchuk.org.
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Other replacement news

European scientists combine innovative
approaches for medical research
Did you know that EU legislation encourages a shift away from
animal testing towards the use of new advanced research
methods?
The latest report from European Union Reference Laboratory
for alternatives to animal testing (known as ECVAM) shows how
progress is being made by combining multi-disciplinary studies.
One innovative example is the researchers who are integrating cell
cultures with computer modelling. Combining techniques from
across the replacement research spectrum is helping scientists to
develop sophisticated non-animal based studies for drug safety
and biomedical research.

Why computer simulations
should replace animal testing for
heart drugs
An article by Oxford University researchers
discusses how the development of human
models for drug safety testing will accelerate
the discovery of new drugs to help treat a
wide variety of heart conditions. They identify
the latest computer based research which
is showing the potential to improve drug
development and testing.
Other replacement news
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Fundraising events
Did you know that all of our funding comes from kind and
compassionate people just like you who donate or raise funds?
We have lots of fundraising events for you to get involved with there really is something for everybody. Read on to find out how
you could get involved...

Animal Free Afternoon Tea
Help raise vital funds by hosting your very own
Animal Free Afternoon Tea party!
• Invite your friends
• Bake cakes and brew tea
• Collect donations on the day
• Help save animals from being used in 		
medical research.
You can host an Animal Free Afternoon Tea
whenever and wherever you like. Get your
friends together in your home, garden or
even your office!
For more details, visit animalfreeresearchuk.org/afternoon-tea

Dog Jog
Taking place from July to October with 20
locations to choose from, Dog Jogs are a
fantastic opportunity to have a bark in the
park with your four-legged friend!
Dog Jogs are 5km, untimed events aimed at
all ages and abilities. It’s a chance for you and
your dog to get fit, have some fun and raise
funds for animal free medical research.
Find an event near you, sign up for free,
commit to raising £200, and when you cross the finish line you’ll
receive a doggy bag of goodies for both you and your dog!
For more details, visit animalfreeresearchuk.org/dog-jog
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Run, jog or walk for
Animal Free Research UK
If you’d like to run or walk 100km in an
epic trek across the UK taking in some of
country’s hundreds of miles of beautiful
countryside, walking routes, bridleways
and paths, and all in aid of a great
cause, then we have some great Action
Challenges for you to choose from. If
100km sounds a bit too far, you can
choose your distance from a quarter to
half the length. And it’s entirely down to you whether you run, walk or jog it!
Challenges available are:
• 30th June - 1st July – Cotswold Way Challenge
• 21st - 22nd July – Jurassic Coast Challenge
• 11th - 12th August – Wye Valley Challenge
• 25th - 26th September – South Coast Challenge
• 8th - 9th September – Thames Path Challenge
• 8th September – Thames Bridges Trek
For more information, visit animalfreeresearchuk.org/fundraising-events

Virtual run
This summer - throughout July, August
and September - you can sign up to our
NEW virtual 10km run to help save animals
from being used in medical research. Sign
up for just £10 and commit to raising £200
to receive a beautiful medal to celebrate.
If you raise over £300 we’ll throw in an
Animal Free Research UK T-shirt as well!
For more information, visit
animalfreeresearchuk.org/virtual-run

Fundraising events
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Large or small,
leaving a gift in
your will can make
a big difference

If the time is
right, please
consider
leaving us a
gift in your will.
Thank you.

Download your free legacy guide at
animalfreeresearchuk.org/leave-a-legacy/

